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Abstract
It is common for the teacher’s understanding of a concept
to evolve and change as they teach. This is especially com-
mon for creative tasks—preferred goals and methods can
and should shift during the creative process. This can be
problematic for interactively training a machine learning
system to assist a creative task. Algorithms typically pre-
sume a constant goal and treat inconsistency in training
data as unwanted noise. “Creative types" typically don’t
understand the internals of learning algorithms and can-
not compensate for the weakness of the algorithms. We
must develop methods better able to handle training data
that represents a shifting goal or concept. Ideally, these ap-
proaches should incorporate a training paradigm that even
novice, non-technical users can use effectively.
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Introduction
Interactive machine learning (IML) is a machine learning
approach that elicits feedback and examples from the user
throughout the learning process. Researchers have shown



that IML can be an effective approach for enabling users
with limited experience, technical knowledge, and physical
abilities to accomplish creative goals that would typically be
beyond their abilities. Examples include gesture and lan-
guage controlled synthesizers for novices and musicians
with disabilities [5, 7, 6]. By providing and/or rating exam-
ples, users of IML tools are able to interactively teach target
concepts to the machine and overcome what were previ-
ously significant interaction barriers.

Over the past few years, we have developed several inter-
active systems that employ machine learning to make audio
production tasks accessible to novices [2, 4, 3]. In that time,
we have noticed a common trend with these systems—
often the user’s desired concept evolves during training,
either becoming more refined or shifting to another concept
altogether. This concept evolution is problematic for existing
methods because it introduces inconsistent training data,
which can cause learning algorithms to produce undesir-
able results. The learning objective is a moving target. This
phenomenon also makes model evaluation difficult—if a
system fails to model the desired concept, is it due to a bias
or deficiency in the learning algorithm or is it due to incon-
sistent training data?

Other researchers have noted the issue of concept evolu-
tion as well. Kulesza et al. [8], who coined the term “con-
cept evolution", found that expert users of an interactive
binary classifier for web-pages often defined/refined their
concept while interacting with the tool—even while most of
them had clear initial concepts. Their data suggested that
these concepts may have evolved as a result of seeing new
training data (i.e. web-pages). Fiebrink et al. [5] found that
users of their interactive gesture classifier also evolved the
desired concept. Some of their users evolved their con-
cept because they encountered limitations of the learning

algorithm, and others evolved their concept because they
encountered unexpected results that were preferred over
their initial concept. This explains why we prefer the term
concept evolution over concept drift, because in a creative
task, the movement of the concept is often part of inten-
tional rethinking rather than an unconscious or accidental
process. While observed in non-creative tasks, we believe
this problem is especially common in IML for creative tasks,
since goals may not be as clearly defined and more subject
to revision.

Examples of concept evolution in our research
In this section we review our interactive systems for audio
production and describe instances of concept evolution.

SocialEQ is a system for audio equalization to which users
teach descriptive adjectives of audio-equalization concepts
(e.g. “warm") by listening to and rating examples on a con-
tinuous scale [2]. After teaching the system an adjective, a
user commented:

“I realized that I had two interpretations of ‘hol-
low’. . . . After hearing the equalizer, those I
designated as not ‘hollow’ ended up sounding
more ‘hollow’. . . "

This quote indicates that because their initial concept wasn’t
initially defined well, they contributed incorrect training data
until the concept evolved and became more refined.

Another user commented:

“I felt the software was training ME [sic] to give
it a word that it could work with."



This sentiment is reminiscent of feedback given by users
in [5]. Here, the user’s desired concept evolved as they be-
came acquainted with the potential limitations of the soft-
ware.

Mixploration is a system for audio mixing in which users
rate mixes and the system uses those ratings to learn a re-
finement controller. In our user study of the system, 48% of
the participants indicated that their mixing objectives (i.e.
desired concept) had changed during the interaction. In this
system, users didn’t interact with the learned model until
they had finished rating. Therefore, their concept evolution
was likely due to either the exposure to new training exam-
ples, the act of evaluating examples, or both.

SynthAssist is a system for audio synthesizer program-
ming in which users provide an initial audio example or vo-
cal imitation of their desired concept and then refine their
concept by evaluating rounds of suggestions given by the
system. While we have not conducted a thorough user
study of this system, we have demoed it on several occa-
sions in which users have commented that their concept
evolved during the interaction. Several users commented
this was due to one of the following: becoming acquainted
with the sound/limitations of the synthesizer, hearing an-
other sound which caught their interest, or hearing their de-
sired concept realized but concluding that another concept
was more appropriate.

In all of these systems, the goal is for novice users (without
technical expertise) to train the system by evaluating many
audio examples. How can we correct concept evolution in
these and similar regression scenarios?

Discussion
We predict that existing solutions for similar problems will
not work well in such systems. For example, many of the

users in the Fiebrink et al. study directly evaluated their
models and improved them by adding or subtracting from
their training data [5]. However, this approach is likely too
tedious for systems with many (e.g. 50) audio training ex-
amples. Kulesza et al. addressed the problem of concept,
evolution by introducing a labeling technique called “struc-
tured labeling" which allows users to create groups within
‘yes’,‘could be’, and ‘no’ labels. The approach of Kulesza et
al. [8] is for binary, not continuous labels. While this could
potentially be adapted for continuous labels, such an ap-
proach would likely be less effective for audio since audio
segments cannot be re-evaluated as quickly as glancing at
images.

One potential solution could be to utilize active learning
techniques—not to pick new potentially informative unla-
beled examples but rather to pick potentially informative
already labeled examples for re-evaluation (additionally fil-
tering or weighting the criteria by the time elapsed since
labeling to avoid re-evaluating examples belonging to the
new concept). This could limit the number of items a user
has to evaluate—an important criteria for audio and other
complex or temporal examples. However, [1] summarizes
that users want to do more than simply be “oracles" and
prefer more engaged feedback mechanisms.

Therefore, a solution to the problem presented in this paper
should:

• Clarify the user’s desired concept and its related
training data

• Support ML algorithms that use continuous data la-
bels (e.g. regression)

• Be accessible to novice users without technical knowl-
edge



• Minimize the number of additional examples to be
evaluated

• Engage the user

We look forward to discussing this problem and potential
solutions at the workshop as well as related problems in
human-centered machine learning.
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